Can you Live Without Gravity?

- Use the C-E-R strategy to respond to this question.
- Evidence should come from the two books provided in class.
- No one else in the class should have the ALL the same evidence and reasoning as you.

Books available:
You Wouldn’t Want to Live Without Gravity.
Written by Anne Rooney
Gravity by Jason Chin

Claim: ANSWER TO QUESTION

Evidence: (min of 6 pieces of evidence)

Reasoning: (min of 6 statements to support your answer with above data)

YOUR TYPICAL DAY with less gravity:
Next, In a second assignment- due TUESDAY 10/10/17. Create a Comic strip  OR essay, How your typical day would be changed if there was 1/6th the gravity on Earth? A minimum of 10 situations in your day should be addressed. These will need to be shared with peers on Tuesday.